HONORS DAY WILL COME ON MARCH 20

Awards for Year's Work to be Given at Formal Gathering of Whole College

DR. SHAPLEY TO SPEAK

Complete plans for the celebration of Honors Day will be announced in next week's issue. The date has been fixed for March 20 and the speaker will be Professor Harlow Shapley, a scientist of international reputation. Professor Shapley has recently been awarded the Rumford Medal of the American Association for the Advancement of Science for his researches in physics, and the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society, the most coveted honor in the world of astronomy. Shapley's is the rare gift of being able to explain difficult problems in a simple and understandable way. It is expected that the announcement will be made at the Alumni meeting on Saturday, February 10th, at the Hotel Davenport, and Shapley will discuss the discovery of a new planet, named after his late teacher, William Proctor.

NORMAN THOMAS WILL SPEAK

For Forum on March 14

On Wednesday evening, March 14, Norman Thomas will speak in Alumni Hall at 8:15. On the subject of "Socialism in the United States," Mr. Thomas will discuss the history and present status of the progressive movement in America, and will look forward to the future of the socialist cause in this country.

FOUR SOCIETIES ELECT NEW MEMBERS TO FILL VACANCIES

The following new members have been elected to fill vacancies: Aplon, Kent; Bredin, E.; S. P. Chapple, J. H.; M. H. E.; G. E. Hall, A.; and S. H. Smith, D. S. These new members will be welcomed at the next meeting of the societies, which is scheduled for next Thursday evening, March 15th.

TICKETS FOR SPRING ATHLETIC EVENTS AVAILABLE

TICKETS FOR SPRING ATHLETIC EVENTS AVAILABLE

Tickets for the football, basketball, and track meets of the spring athletic season are now on sale at the ticket window in Alumni Hall. Tickets may be purchased for $1 per game or $3 for the entire season. These events are sure to be exciting and exciting, with some of the best teams in the country competing. Don't miss out on the action — get your tickets today!
WOMEN IN ARCHITECTURE

Mr. Henry Ford, President of the College, spoke upon Architecture and Landscape Architecture, the professions for women, at the first meeting of the College School, March 12. This school has recently been affiliated with the College. In the near future, seven of our alumnae will be given positions of work and study for women in the College School. Mr. Ford will bring examples of students' work. The meeting will be held at 4:15 in T. R. S. M. Hall. Ten are invited to attend.

PARK FASHION

On Tuesday, March 13, Mrs. Alice Perkins, Fashion Representative in Paris for "Women's Wear," visited in this country for a short time, will speak upon "Fashion." The latter is of particular interest to those who wish to enter department store work.

The meeting will be in Room 124 Founders Hall at 4:15.

BRYN MAWR SUMMER SCHOOL

The Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women Workers in Industry appeals to each and every worker from Wellesley College to the New York City, and from the suburbs. Those interested in this work with industrial workers and to explain will be at Bryn Mawr now fully. While Juniors are preferred, especially interested sophomores will be considered. As the class will be made in the first weeks, applications for the Bryn Mawr summer school should be made before March 15 to the Chairman of the Committee, L. P. Wood, Personnel Bureau.

OPEN HOUSE

The Organized Do for Student Welfare, 49 Beach Street, New York City, invites all Wellesley students who may be in New York during the spring vacation to visit the school at their Open House on March 29, 30, and 31. This is an informal and progressive training school. During Open House it will be possible to visit student and radio courses. The special program for the three days will be announced later by the Personnel Bureau.

ENTERTAIN MEMBERS OF CLASSICAL CLUB

On Friday, March 3, the Classical Club held a meeting in Shakespeare Society. actor reached an important decision, explaining their limitations, the lives of the men who worked on them, and described what he did to keep them in the Boston Library. Miss Dorothy Robinson of the Latin Department spoke of her experiences in Europe where she spent several years in Italy and in the various countries of Europe, and Belgium doing research work on ancient manuscripts. The latter half of the program was devoted to a discussion of the inscriptions on the statues, which was made by Dr. Alexander, who has studied the inscriptions in the Scroll Library, Horace, 3: Mary; 6: John; 7: Demosthenes, 1: Life. Chocolate and sandwiches were served as the meeting broke up into informal groups.

START EXHIBITION ON SPANISH BOARD

From now on there will be an exhibition of Spanish architecture and Spanish art, old masters and modern, on the bulletin board between rooms 122 and 123 Founders Hall. The exhibition will be changed weekly.

WORKSHOP EXHIBITS CALLED ENGRAVINGS

A collection of fifteen original engravings will be on exhibition in the Print Production room on Monday, March 13. The subjects in this nineteenth and eighteenth century exhibition are the copper and etchers of the Courbet family, a pair of them originating in Italy in the sixteenth century and featuring certain Italian masters. At first the Courbet family was held on several streets with a company composed of small groups of etchers, but there was little public sale, and sometimes one man would play the same part all his life. In the sixteenth century, under the patronage of the nobility, the Courbet family grew in greater proportions and only in Italy but also in other parts of Europe.

From an artistic point of view the engravings of Buffa and Rainey are superior to the rest in the exhibition. Courbet's most charming pieces are in this series called Fantasia, miniature figures less than an inch in height and showing every movement. The portrait is another illustration of the artist's skill. The subjects work much more on a larger scale, and the figures are more charmingly posed than Buffa. There is a pleasing dignity about them, as well as a sense of students' room, especially in the present "A Spanish Capital." From the historical point of view, this collection is evidence of the change in the way of production of the Courbet. A representation of one of the early chapters of the Palais in the Italian town, rival to the one-level of the spectacles, consists mainly of a certain long behind the players. Courbet's masterpieces are in this period, which is number of stage scenes with complicated perspective for the more elaborate eighteenth century presentation.

The evolution of Baroque (adultery) from the Italian point of a popular feature in the United States is the theme of the exhibition. The theme of the exhibition is the theme of the exhibition.

F. D. R. CELEBRATES HIS INAUGURATION

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)

The events of the past year would overwhelm this point that seemed to him one of the most important features of this year. The war-time pitch of interest has been evidenced in this country, and now the nation is looking toward the future. The concern of the administration was the following the President of the Honorary degree of doctor of laws. He is the President of the American University.

The Republicans are joining themselves up to oppose the present tariff proposed by President Roosevelt. The progressive Republicans are expected to line up with the conservatives. Both Democrats are in favor of condemnation at the measure that will restrict executive authority with regard to the negotiation and promulgation of tariff treaties to three years. Speaker Kellogg said there would probably be some opposition but he feels that the measure will pass when it is reported back to the House sometime during the coming week.

In order to win American sympathy for France on the occasion of disagreement, the French Cabinet is considering the possibility of making a fresh payment on the war debt. This report was not so official, however, and if the people of the Cabinet, has long favored repaying the negotiations, and it is said that President Dumas feels the French position should be changed.

IT ANYONE tries to tell you what cigarette you ought to smoke you may quite properly reply: "Who's doing my smoking?"

There are many excellent brands of cigarettes. Which one is best for you, is wholly a matter for your taste to say. If your present brand is giving you full satisfaction . . . . be loyal to it. But if it isn't, why not give it a rest for a few days? And try ultra-mild, honey-smooth OLD GOLDS.

No better tobacco grows than is used in OLD GOLDS. And they are PURE. (No artificial flavoring)

Katharine Gibbs School
SPECIAL COURSE FOR COLLEGE WOMEN
Secretarial and Executive Training Course begins May 1 and September 25 For complete address College Course Secretary

Pinhurst NORTH CAROLINA

A Gay Holiday

At Pinhurst, N. C.

Pinhurst will be at its best during June. Unusually good times are at store this year for the large group of college students who always come here for their vacations.

A program of notably important entertainments have been arranged and you can golf, ride, play tennis or what you will in gorgeous surroundings.

Howard Landis and his rhythms orchestra will again play at the Carolina.

Railroad rates have never been so low. We suggest that you write General Office, Pinhurst, N. C., for reservations, rates or illustrated brochures.
Dartmouth Men Agree That Ideal Girl Need Not Be Too Beautiful

As the request of the Board, and in retaliation for the portrait of the Wellesley girl’s ideal man, published a few weeks ago, the college of Dartmouth has collected some interesting text concerning the ideal woman. They are presented herewith for your most earnest perusal and discussion.

"Dartmouth girls probably know that Dartmouth men are usually diffident into two main classes. The one side, and that does not make women. The most general demarcation is between Outing Club and Smoothie Club. The Smoothie brings you girls to Dartmouth for Curried and House Parties, and the Outing Club gives you the ways, and does all the right things in connection with the arrangements.

"This is, of course, too neatly a classification; some handsome boys are not at all follows at all. You might draw them entirely by the wild-haired individuals who wander down to Wellesley for an occasionally, and interested, called dull. The typical Outing Club, however, is not like this, and has some decided views on women. His ideal is the athletic type, personated as a "good level head." He necessarily pursue, and he must have his fair between brains and dowdy girl. This Outing Club is not informed to lighten woman’s burden; he knows, he says, is "not to be used only as an ornament or a stick." Opinion and a sense of humor comprise the character he has drawn. 'In other words,' states his constitution, 'I stress characteristics rather than beauty.'

"The Smoothie must not be thought of as promoting a game of great expense; he need have no more intelligence than his direct opposite. Outing Club and Smoothie have their natures, and so do Smoothies. But it’s a question of discrimination
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Honor Honors Day

If it's tradition you're wishing
It's the only, only place to go
So come early but don't arrive late
For today's event in the academic seasons of step singing. It is true that Wassers has traditions continuing
The idea of the man of the added-life who is and that is one of the most charming of its attributes.
School has been showing for the last three years' activity among one or two or three or four that we may not give that same emphasis.
Honor Honors Day is a tradition which has suffered from neglect, the most conspicuous, and for the most part spontaneous, loss of perspective.
Surely anyone would admit that a certain slumber will play a larger part in the lives of us all, and there are many who would admit that the...
Those penciled scrawls are a sign of jangled nerves.

If you're the stubile, phlegmatic sort of person who doesn't feel things very deeply, you'll probably never have to worry about nerves. But if you're high-strung, alive, sensitive-watch out.

See whether you scribble things on bits of paper, bite your nails, jump at unexpected noises- they're signs of jangled nerves. 

So be careful. Get enough sleep, fresh air, recreation. And make CAMELS your cigarette.

For the finest, the purest tobacco you can smoke, try CAMELS.

Those penciled scrawls are a sign of jangled nerves.
MR. CURTIS SPEAKS IN WEEKLY LECTURE

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 9)

has been reported favorably and there is a feeling that the United States has abandoned a great deal of its atmosphere of "verbal individualism." Mr. Huxley's attitude of simplicity and sincerity make a most favorable impression on the other delegation than did the somewhat pseudo-felic- ity of unison experiment which Mr. Huxley, our representative at the last Congress, created.

The Congress achieved several important things. First, it brought about a rapprochement between the United States and Argentina. Argentina has always been quite friendlier toward Pan-America. After the United States offered to sell the "Arkansas Anti- War Post" which Argentina had offered instead of the "Siberia-Transit Post," feelings became less strained and Argentina and the United States were friendly throughout the entire Congress.

Secondly, the convention served to strengthen peaceful bonds between the countries. During the past few years there have been two definite peace pacts among the Pan-American countries, all of which, however, were not signed by all of the nations. At the Congress the delegates signed all of these pacts, thus making the bonds of peace stronger than ever before.

Intervention—the issue which has been the "axiom in the crest of prairie vegetables"—was discussed openly that this time and the United States voted that no nation has the right to intervene in the internal affairs of another nation.

Lastly, at Mr. Hull's suggestion, the congress accepted a ruling to keep some of the existing trade barriers.

In all, Mr. Curtis said that if the Congress was judged according to the standards it created it was a huge success. It generated a feeling of confidence that has been wanting in past years.

DR. HUDSON SPEAKS TO LEAGUE MEMBERS

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)

The council session will be held on April 19, from 3 until 5 o'clock, at headquarters. The program, and the program for the League to be held at 3 o'clock this year, Mr. Tubb is a well-known authority on the League of Nations, and a student of international affairs. Last year, the League had for its top secret, former Treasurer of the League of Nations.

The agenda for the meeting is as follows: Thursday evening, Assembly session; Friday morning, assembly meetings; Friday noon, luncheon; Friday afternoon, committee meetings; Friday night, dinner; Saturday morning, Assembly and Assembly session; Saturday noon, luncheon; Saturday afternoon, final Assembly and critique.

Among the members of the Monday League's Honorary Membership are: Mr. John Hopkins, Jr., and Mr. John L. Lewis, Jr., and Mr. Harry M. Belgrave, President of the Monday League College.

### ALUMNAE NOTES

**ENGAGED**

1. Mary Hitchcock Young to Mr. Frederick Roosevelt, Dodge. Gloucesterv.

2. **MARSHALL**


2. **NODE**

1. Ocean Corbett, ex, 16, to Mr. John L. Lewis, Jr., January 23.

2. Katherine D. Jones, ex, 31, to Mr. Ormond Biddle, Jr., Margaret Curtis, ex, 32, to Marie P. O'Hara, Mr. Pencils O'Brien, ex, 13, to Mr. Edwin P. Cook, ex, 32, to Mr. Robert H. Dauble, February 21.

WILL SHOW SLIDES OF ODYSSEY CRUISE

The Odyssey Cruise is sponsoring a lecture to be given on Tuesday, March 14, in the Art Room on the topic of "What to Expect on the Odyssey Cruise." The lecture will include slides of the various ports visited on the cruise, as well as information about the ship and its facilities. The lecture will be held at 6:30 PM and is open to the public.

MISS ROSANO GIVES ARIOSTO ANALYSIS

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

The folk songs and dances will be performed by the students of the folk. The dance of the evening will be the "Marcha della Neve," which will be preceded by the "Marcha della Terra." The music will be provided by the folk orchestra, which consists of students from various countries.

MISS ROSANO MAGNIFICENTLY DESCRIBES ASCLEPIUS' FLIGHT ON THE DRAGONFLY

Miss Rosano's description of Asclepius' flight on the dragonfly was so captivating that the audience was thoroughly impressed. The description, which included a vivid portrayal of the dragonfly's flight patterns, was met with enthusiastic applause and admiration.

### FLASHES FROM FILENE'S

- **TREYEDERS AND WELLESLEY**

  - *Welsh Street*

- **WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS**

  - *Sunday Evening in TWEED!* Balmacaan coats, $19.75

- **FILOFEE**

  - *Wellesley Shop 50 CENTRAL ST.*

  - *Swaying into Spring in TWEED!*

- **SHAWL SCARFES**

  - *Reminisce of the best days, the best times.*

- **COTTON PEEPIGERS**

  - *Petit, with a ruffled collar and brim in tan, sky blue or rose. Stick with green. They want a lady's touch.***

- **RED LINE STAR**

  - *96 Bay State St., Boston*
CONDUCT SYMPOSIUM
OF SOCIAL WORKERS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

families together; of home management, of racial traditions, of depression handicaps, of giving money, of the psychology of behavior. Miss Holbrook said that practically all societies now require graduates of a school of social work.

Miss Harriet Haywood, '25, spoke on the Boston Children's Aid Society. She stated that above all workers must be highly sensitized to personalities and situations, and that outside of Boston the field offers many opportunities.

Miss Edith Canterbury, '13, spoke on Medical Social Work. Miss Canterbury said that special training is needed and that for those interested in science and human beings, Medical Social Work offers interesting possibilities.

Miss Louise Walworth, '12, spoke on the work of the Y.W.C.A. of Boston. She stressed the fact that the organization is more than a place for underprivileged girls in that its aim is the enrichment of life. The organization arises from the need of factory workers stranded in cities and has developed into the recreational and social association we know today. For those interested in secretarialship, summer courses in New York or Chicago are considered essential.

Miss Mabel Curtis, '90, outlined further fields of social work. She said that psychiatric, medical, and children agencies have practically no openings, but that the fields of Public Relief Work and Public Recreation promise many opportunities.

THE JOY OF GOOD TASTE

And good taste is one great pleasure you find in every Lucky Strike, for only the finest Turkish and Domestic tobaccos are used in Lucky Strike...and only the center leaves. They are the mildest leaves, the most tender. Every Lucky Strike is fully packed...always so round, so firm—no loose ends.

Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves

NOT the top leaves—they’re underdeveloped—they are hard!

The Cream of the Crop
"The mildest, smoothest tobacco"

NOT the bottom leaves—they’re inferior in quality—coarse and always sandy!
**COMING EVENTS**

*Continued from page 1, Oct. 3* —

**Fiction work includes Studies in Homer, and her three recent books, Let's Write for the Fifth Century, as well as Castilia in English Poetry.**

We are fortunate to have this privilege of having one so well qualified to speak on both Latin and English literature. Miss Dobisch is coming to Wellesley by invitation of the Chemistry Club and the Latin Department. But key lecturers will also be interested in all students of English or Latin Literature.

The meeting on the subject of Chemistry announced by the vocational information committee for which it will take place on March 16 at 4:30. And that time the program will be as follows:

Miss Helen T. Jones of the Department of Chemistry, who will speak on The Teaching of Chemistry as a Profession.

Mrs. Adele M. Otto, President, Wellesley College, now at the Shady Hill School in Cambridge, who will speak on Work as a Feminine and Inferior Asset.

Dr. Frances D. Wellesley, Cornell University, M.D. 1891, now on the faculty of the Yale School of Human Relations, who will speak on The Profession and Opportunities for Medical Women.

The meeting will take place in the Chemistry Lecture Room at 4:30. Tea will be served at 4:15. All are very cordially invited.

There will be two student readers in Billings during the next week.

---

**EASTER CARDS**

**ALL KINDS** : Humorous and Serious

From very inexpensive penny-spice to beautiful expensive ones

**PLATT CARD SHOP**

---

**WHY**

Men and women say They Satisfy

For something to "satisfy" you, means that it pleases you—that it's what you want. This applies to cigarettes or anything. A cigarette has to taste right—not raw or too sweet. For a cigarette to "satisfy" it has to be mild—not strong, not harsh.

You can prove for yourself whether a cigarette is milder—whether a cigarette tastes better.

And it's because smokers can prove these things about Chesterfield that so many men and women say they satisfy. Try them.

---

**Chesterfield**

the cigarette that's MILD - the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

© 1934, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.